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ABSTRACT 
Given an input-output periodic application, we prove that a periodii realization is 
minimal if and only if it is reachable and observable. We define the block Hankel matrix 
associated with the input-output periodic application, and we obtain the dimension of 
the minimal realization by means of the rank of it. This is the extension of the 
well-known result for the invariant case. Furthermore, we study similar periodic 
systems which are basic for getting minimal periodic realizations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the discrete-time linear N-periodic system defined by the state- 
space model 
x(k + 1) = A(k)+) + B(k)+), 
Y(k) = C(++)> 
(I4 
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where A(k + N) = A(~)EW”~“, B(k + N) = B(~)EW”~~, C(k + N) = C(k) 
cWPXn, kEE, NEE+. The N-periodic system (1 .l) is denoted by 
(G(*), A(*), B(*))N. 
Let x(s) = 0, s E Z. Then the input-output application of the system (l.l), 
at time s, is given by 
k-l 
v(k + s) = ,Fo Y(k k -.+o + 3)’ k> 1, (1.2) 
where 
W,(k,j) =C(k+s)cp,(k+s,k+s-j+ l)B(k+s-j)dw’xm, 
se& kal, j=l,..., k, (1.3) 
and @A~ *, * ) is the transition matrix 
A(k - l)A(k - 2) *** A(k& k > k,, 
k = k,. 
Note that the matrix sequences { W,( k, j)) satisfy the following properties: 
(i) W,(k + N, j) = W,(k, j), 
(ii) W,+,( k, j) = W,( k + t, j), t E X+. 
These properties allow us to establish (see [lo]) the following definition in 
the input-output model. 
DEFINITION 1.1. 
(a) An input-output application 
k-l 
y(k + s) = & VS(k, k -j)u(j + s), SE& k > 1, (1.4) 
is N-periodic if the corresponding matrix sequences { V,( k, j)} C W p xm, s E Z, 
k>l,j= l,..., k, satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). 
(b) A periodic system (G( *), E( *), F(a))N is a periodic realization of the 
input-output periodic application (1.4) if 
v,(k,j) = G(k + +&(k + s, k + s -j + l)F(k + s -j), 
SET, k> 1, j= l,..., k. (1.5) 
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We say that the realization has dimension n if the state space of the periodic 
system ( C( * ), E(e), F( *))N has dimension equal to n. 
In the particular case of invariant systems (N = 1) the results about of 
realizations are well known. For the general case, in [lo] we have extended a 
characterization of the existence of realizations, by means of the inuuriunt 
formulath of N-periodic systems [8]. Next, we recall this formulation. 
The invariant system associated to a periodic system (G(e), E( * ), F( .))N at 
time s, s E E, is defined by 
where 
xs(k + 1) = ES+) + F,u$c), 




(PE( s + N, s) E Wnx”, (1.6.2) 
[F(s+N-l),+,(s+N,s+N-1) 
*F(s + N - 2),. . .,cP,(s + N, s + l)F(s)] cRnxmN, (1.6.3) 
G, = col[G(s),G(s + 
E R ~Nxn 
> 
H, = [H;] E [K, pNxmN, 
l)cp,(s+ l,s),..., G(s + N - l&(s + N - 1, s)] 
(1.6.4) 
H:‘.EWP~” :_l i,j=l,..., N, (1.6.5) 
j<N-i+2, 
HG= G(s+i-l)@,(s+i-l,N+s-j+l) 
1 +F[N+s-j), jaN-i+2, 
(1.6.6) 
and 
x,(k) = x( kN + s) E WnX1, 
u,(k) =col[u(kN+s+N- l),u(kN+s+N-2),...,u(kN+a)] 
mNx1 ER , 
y,(k)=col[y(kN+s),y(kN+s+1),...,y(kN+s+N-1)]~W~NX1 
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for all k E z. This system is denoted by (G,, E,, F,, H,). Its corresponding 
input-output application is given by 
where {Vs(k)lk20 C R pNxmN is defined by 





Note that, from the periodicity of E(k), F(k), and G(k), the invariant 
system associated with the periodic system at time s + N is the same as the 
invariant system associated at time s, s E z. 
The invariant formulation of a discrete-time linear N-periodic system 
allows us to reduce the study of the structural properties of an N-periodic 
system to the study of these properties in the invariant case. In [5], this 
formulation has been used for the study of feedback control problems in linear 
N-periodic systems. Furthermore, it has also been used by several authors in 
the frequency domain (see [2, 3, 81). We have also used this formulation for 
the study of periodic realizations, and the obtained results appear in [lo]. 
In this paper we study the minimal periodic realizations and associate the 
periodic system with a block Hankel matrix. The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 2 we review the condition for existence of periodic realizations and 
recall canonical realizations (see [lo]). In Section 3, we study properties for 
similar periodic systems. And in Sections 4 and 5, we characterize the minimal 
periodic realizations and its dimension, by means of the block Hankel matrix 
associated to the input-output periodic application (1.4). 
2. PERIODIC REALIZATIONS 
Given the input-output periodic application (1.4), for each s E z, we can 
associate with it an input-output invariant application of the following form. 
Consider { V,( k, j)} C @J pxm, s E 8, k > 1, j = 1, . . . , k, satisfying conditions 
(i) and (ii). We construct the input-output invariant application 
(2.1.1) 
defined by the matrix sequence (V,(k)} C R pNxmN, stich that Vs(k) = [Vi;(k)]> 
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V,;(k) E R pxm, i, j = 1, . . . , N, is a partition of the matrix V,(k) into blocks of 
size p x m. These blocks are defined by 
V,;(k) = V,(kN + i - 1, (k - l)N f i + j - l), k > 0, (2.1.2) 
with the assumption that V,( (Y, p) = 0 if CY < 0 or /3 Q 0. Moreover, we have 
the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [lo]. Consider a periodic realization (G(e), E(e), F(*))N 
of the input-output periodic application (1.4). Then, for each s E Z, the associ- 
ated invariant system (G,, E,, F,, HJ is an invariant realization of the corre- 
sponding input-output invariant application given by (2.1). 
The characterization of the existence of periodic realizations for periodic 
systems with period equal to N, N 2 1, is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1 [lo]. The input-output periodic application (1.4), defined by 
the matrix sequences { V,( k, j)} C W pxm, s E Z, k > 1, j = 1, . . . , k, has a 
periodic realization if and only if there is LY E Z+ and there are a,, a,, . . . , a,_ r 
E W such that 
V,(k + aN, j+ aN) + a,_,V,(k + (a - l)N,j + (a - 1)N) 
+ se* +a,V,(k, j) = 0 (2.2) 
for each SUB and for every k>l, where j=l,...,k if l<kgN, or 
j = k - N + 1,. . . , k ifk 2 N. 
Furthermore, we characterized in [lo] the reachable or observable canoni- 
cal periodic realizations of (1.4). 
DEFINITION 2.1 [lo]. Consider the input-output N-periodic application 
(1.4), and suppose that the condition (2.2) holds. 
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(a) Define (C,(e), A,(.), II,(*)), as follows: A,(k) is a lower block com- 
panion matrix given by 
0 I, 0 *.a 0 
0 0 lP .*a 0 
ERF’~~~P~, (2.3.1) 
* * * . . . 
where the last row is 
-a,I,,O ,..., 0, -a,I,,O ,..., 0 ,..., -a,_,I,,O ,..., , (2.3.2) 
N blocks N blocks N blocks 
and 
Co(k) = [I,,0 ,..., o] ERPX@, (2.3.3) 
Bo( k) = col[ Vk(l, l), Vk(2,2), . . . , Vk( UN, oN)] E WpNxm. (2.3.4) 
Then we call (C,(s), A,(.), B,(e)), the observable canonical N-periodic real- 
ization of (1.4). 
(b) Define (C,(*L A,(*), B,(*))N as follows: A,(k) is an upper block com- 
panion matrix given by 
0 0 *** 0 * 
1, 0 ‘** 0 * 
.=RaYmNxarnN, (2.4.1) 
with the last column given by 
co1 -a,&,,0,. . . ,o, -a,&,,,O,. . . ,O,. : :, -c~,_~I~,O,. . . ,O 
,I 
, (2.4.2) 
N blocks iV blocks N blocks 
and 
B,(k) = col[ I,,O, . . . ,o] ER”*Nxm, (2.4.3) 
C,.(k) = [V,(c&l),V@‘,2),. . .,V,+N, CYYN)] eWPXamN. (2.4.4) 
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Then we call (C,(a), A,(*), B,(e)), th e reachable canonical N-periodic realiza- 
tion of (1.4). 
3. SIMILAR PERIODIC REALIZATIONS 
Before we study the minimal periodic realization problem, we recall the 
similarity condition for periodic systems and give some results. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Consider two N-periodic systems (Gi( .), Ei( .), Fi( *))N, 
i = 1,2, NEZ+, where Ei(k)~R”X”, Fi(k)~Wnxm, Gi(k)eWPX”, FEZ, i = 
1,~. These periodic systems are similar if there exists an N-periodic sequence 
of invertible matrices {U(k)) c WnXn, k E Z, such that 
Ez(k) = U(k + 1)-‘El(k)U(k), 
F,(k) = U(k + I)-‘F,(k), for all keZ4. (3.1) 
Gz(k) = Gl(k)U(k) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If (Gil*), &(*I~ Fi(*))Np i = 1,2, are similar, then for 
each s E 4, their corresponding invariant systems, (GS, ir E, i, F, i, H,, i), i = 1,2, 
are also similar. 
Proof For each s E 2, it is sufficient to consider the invariant transforma- 
tion matrix US equal to U(s). From (1.6) and Definition 3.1 we obtain that 
E S,2 = aEp(s + N, s) = E,(s + N - 1) a*. Ez(s) 
= U(s + N)-‘E,(s + N - l)U(s + N - l)U(s + N - 1))’ 
*E,(s + N - 2)U(s + N - 2) *.* U(s + 1))‘EI(s)U(s) 
= U(s + N)-‘E,(s + N - 1) ... E1(s)U(s) 
= U(s)-bE,(s + N, s)U(s) = U(s)-‘E,,U(s) = US-‘E,,,U,, 
and analogously 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Two similar periodic systems have the same input-output 
periodic application. 
proof. If (G,(*), El(*), FI(*)jN is a periodic realization of an input-output 
periodic application defined by (V,(k, j)} C W pxm, s E 2, k 2 1, j = 1, . . . , k, 
then it satisfies 
V,(k,j) = G,(k + s)aE,(k + s, k + s -j + l)F,(k + s -j), 
SE& k>l, j=l,..., k. 
From Definition 3.1 we have that 
V,(k,j) = G,(k + s)aEI(k + s, k + s -j + l)F,(k + s -j) 
= G,(k + s)U(k + s)-lU(k + s)@‘E,(k + s, k + s -j + 1) 
.U(k+s-j+l)-‘U(k+s-j+l)F,(k+s-j) 
= G,(k + s)$.(k + s, k + s -j + l)F,(k + s -j), 
SEZ, k>l, j=l,..., k. W 
Before the following theorem, we remember the definition of the reacha- 
bility and observability properties of a discrete-time periodic linear system. 
The state of the system (1.1) at time k, when we apply the control 
sequence u(k,), u(k, + l), . . . , u(k - 1) from the initial state x0 at time k,, is 
given by 
k-l 
v( k; ko, xo, +)) = %(k.ko)xo + ,Fo %(kJ + l)B(.i)u($ 
and the output of this system is given by 
q(k;+;ko, x03 u(g)) = C(k)++; ko, x07 u(*,)- 
Now, we can recall the reachability and observability properties. 
DEFINITION 3.2. 
(i) The state x E Rn is reachable at time k, k E Z, if there exists a k. E 2, 
k, < k, and a control sequence u(ko), u(ko + l), . . . , u(k - 1) such that 
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v(k; k,, 0, u(e)) = x. The system (1.1) is reachable if any state x E R” is 
reachable at time k, for every k E Z?. 
(ii) The state x E W” is unobservable at time k, E Z if for each k E Z, 
k > k,, x verifies ~(j; (o(j; k,, x, O(m))) = 0, j = k,, k, + 1, . . . , k - 1. The 
system (1.1) is observable if any state x E Rn, x # 0, is not unobservable at 
time k,, for every k, e Z. 
As a consequence of the periodicity, the system (1.1) is reachable (observa- 
ble) if any state XE W” is reachable (not unobservable) at time s, for each 
s=O,l,..., N- 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Two reachable and observable periodic realizations of the 
same input-output periodic application are similar. 
Proof. Consider (Gi(*), Ei(*), &(.))N, i = 1,2, two reachable and observ- 
able periodic realizations of the input-output periodic appIication (1.4). Then 
V’(k,j) = G,(k + +&.(k + s, k + s -j + l)F,(k + s -j) 
= G,(k + s)Q(k + s, k + s -j + l)F,(k + s -j), 
SEZ, kal, j=l,..., k. (3.2) 
Let ni be the dimension of (G,(a), E,(a), 6(*))N, i = 1,2. Consider (3.2) for 
the pair (k + h + t,j), whereh,t>O,kaniN,andj=l,..., h+t,h+t 
+ 1,. . . , h + t -t k. We take j 2 h + t + 1; thus j = h + t + 1 + (Y with 
a! = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1, and we obtain that 
Gl(k + h + t + s)@,l(k + h + t + s, k + s - cu)F,(k + s - (Y - 1) 
= G,(k + h + t + s)GEz(k + h + t + s, k + s - cx)F,(k + s - cx - 1). 
(3.3) 
Multiply the right side of (3.3) by F,(k + s - CY - l)T@,I(k + s, k + s - CX)~; 
then the sum of these nr N equations, for each a! = 0, 1, . . . , nl N - 1, yields 
G,(k + h + t + +BE,(k + h + t + s, k + s)A(k + s) 
= G,(k + h + t + +&(k + h + t + s, k + s)&(k + s), 
h,t>O, katzIN, SEE, (3.4) 
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where A(k + s) is the reachability Gramian matrix (see [l]) 
n,N-1 
A(k + s) = c 
a=0 
+,,(k + s, k + s - cx)F,(k + s - a - 1) 
* F,(k + s - CY - l)‘aE,(k + s, k + s - CY)~, (3.5) 
and 
n,N-1 
&(k + s) = c 
a=0 
aE,(k + s, k + s - a)F,(k + s - (11 - 1) 
* F,(k + s - 01 - l)%,,(k + s, k + s - a)‘. (3.6) 
From (3.4) and the properties of the transition matrix we have 
G1( k + h + t + s)ipE,( k + h + t + s, k + t + s) 
* ‘pE,( k + t + s, k + s)h( k + s) 
= Gz( k + h + t + s&( k + h + t + s, k + t + s) 
*aEP( k + t + s, k + s)rzl( k + s). 
Multiply the last expression on the left by *,,(k + h + t + s, k + t + s)TG,(k 
+ h + t + s)~; then the sum of these n, N equations, for h = 0,. . . , n1 N - 1, 
yields 
0( k + t + s)aE,( k + t + s, k + s)h( k + s) 
= rlz(k + t + s)Q(k -I- t + s, k + s)I’,,(k + s), (3‘.7) 
where O(k + t + s) is the observability Gramian matrix (see [l]) 
n,N-1 
O(k + t + s) = h’. aE,(k + h + t + s, k + t + s)TGl(k + h + t + s)’ 
- G1( k + h + t + s)aE,( k i- h + t + s, k -t- t + s), (3.8) 




I’& + t + s) = & aE,(k + h + t + s, k + t + s)TG,(k + h + t + s)’ 
- G,(k + h + t + s)aE2(k + h + t + s, k + t + s). (3.9) 
Setting t = 0 in (3.7), we have 
O(k + s)I_h(k + s) = rlz(k + s)I,Jzl(k + s), k 2 n,N, seB. 
Note that A(k + s) and O(k + s) are both invertible, 
system is reachable and observable. Then we have that 
because the periodic 
In, = [O(k + s)-&(k + s)]kp[r21(k + s)*(k + s,-‘19 
k > n,N, s~Z, (3.10) 
and 
In a similar way we can prove that n2 < nl. Thus, n1 = n2 = n. 
We define U(k) = O(k)-‘r,,( k) E Rnx” for all k E Z. From (3.10) and the 
periodicity of the system, the matrix U(k) is periodic and its inverse is given by 
U(k) - ’ = rzl( k)A( k) - ‘. Next, we prove that U(k) is the transformation matrix 
in the similarity between the two reachable and observable periodic systems 
(Gi( *)9 Ei(*), &(*))N> i = 1>2. 
From (3.7) at t = 1 
O(k + 1 + s)E,(k + s)A(k + s) = &(k + 1 + s)E,(k + s)r,,(k + s), 
E,(k + s) = O(k + 1 + s)-?‘,,(k + 1 + s)E,(k + s) 
- rzl(k + s)A(k + s)-l, 
E,(k + s) = U(k + s + l)E,(k + s)U(k + s)-‘, k > n,N, SEZ, 
E,(k) = U(k + 1)-lEl(k)“(k), kEZ. 
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Moreover, from (3.4) at t = 0 and h = 0 
G1( k + s)(PE,( k + s, k + s)“( k + s) 
= G,(k + +&(k + s, k + s)r,,(k + s), 
G,(k + s) = G,(k + s)r,,(k + s)A(k + s)-‘, 
G,(k + s) = G,(k + s)U(k + s)-‘, k 2 n,N, SEZ, 
Gz(k) = Gl(k)U(k), kEZ. 
In (3.3), multiplying on the left by 9,](k + h + t + s, k + t + s)TG,(k + h + 
t + s)~ and adding all equations for h = 0, 1, . . . , nN - 1, we obtain that 
o(k + t + s)aE,(k + t + s, k + s - a)F,(k + s - a - 1) 
= &(k + t + s)Q(k + t + s, k + s - a)F,(k + s - a - 1). 
At t = 0 and 01 = 0 
O(k + s)F,(k + s - 1) = &(k + s)F,(k + s - l), 
F,(k + s - 1) = O(k + s)-‘r,,(k + s)Fz(k + s - l), 
F,(k + s - 1) = U(k + s)F,(k + s - l), k > n,N, SEZ, 
F2(k) = U(k + I)-‘F,(k), keZ. n 
Now we can study the minimal-periodic-realization problem. 
4. MINIMAL PERIODIC REALIZATIONS 
DEFINITION 4.1. A periodic realization of the input-output periodic appli- 
cation (1.4), of dimension r, is minimal if any other periodic realization of it 
has dimension bigger than or equal to r. Then we say that r is the minimal 
dimension of (1.4). 
MINIMAL PERIODIC REALIZATION PROBLEM. Suppose that we have a peri- 
odic realization of the input-output periodic application (1.4). Does there exist 
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another periodic realization of smaller or equal dimension? Is there a minimal 
periodic realization? If so, what is its dimension? 
In the invariant case it is well known (see [7, 91) that there exists an 
invariant realization and that such a realization is minimal if and only if it is 
reachable and observable. Using the canonical decomposition of linear peri- 
odic discrete-time systems given by Grasselli [3] and the decomposition of a 
completely controllable periodic system given by Hernindez and Urban0 [6], 
we establish the following result. First we recall the definition of the controlla- 
bility and reconstructibility properties. 
DEFINITION 4.2. 
(i) The state x E W” is controllable at time kc,, k, EE, if there exists a 
k E Z, k > kc, and a control sequence u(k,), u(k,, + l), . . . , u(k - 1) such 
that (p(k; k,, x, u( *)) = 0. The system (1.1) is controllable if any state x E W” is 
controllable at time k, for every k E Z. 
(ii) The state x E W” is unreconstructible at time k E 2 if for each k, E E, 
k, < k, there exists an initial state 1ca E R” such that ‘p( k; k,, x0, O(e)) = x and 
r](j; (p(j; k,, x0, O(m))) = 0, j = k,, kc + 1,. . . , k - 1. The system (1.1) is re- 
constructible if any state x E W”, x # 0, is not unreconstructible at time k, for 
every kcZ. 
The periodicity implies that the system (1.1) is controllable (reconstruct- 
ible) if any state x E Rn, x # 0, is controllable (is not unreconstructible) at 
time s, for each s = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (G(e), E(e), F(*))N be a periodic realization of (1.4) 
with dimension equal to n. Then: 
(a) There is a controllable and reconstructible periodic realization of (1.4) 
whose dimension is smaller than or equal to n. 
(b) There is a reachable and observable periodic realization of (1.4) whose 
dimension is smaller than or equal to n. 
Proof (a): If (G(e), E(e), F(*))N is a periodic realization of (I.4), then 
V&j) = G(k + s)@$k + s, k + s -j + l)F(k + s -j), 
SEZ, kal, j=l,..., k. (4.1) 
It is known (see [3]) that there is an invertible periodic matrix sequence 
{T(k)} C Rnx”, k E E, such that (G(a), E(e), F(*))N is similar to the following 
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periodic system (C( *), E(m), F(*))N: 
1 
J%(k) G(k) J%(k) &(k) 
E(k) = i G(k) 0 b(k) 
0 
1 
h(k) k(k) ’ 
(4.2.1) 
0 0 0 E,,(k) 
F(k) = col[&(k), &(k),O,O] (4.2.2) 
G(k) = [0 c2(k) 0 Z’,(k)], kEZ, (4.2.3) 
where 
Ejj(*), &(.),Gj(*), i,j = 1,2,3,4,are N-periodicmatrices; (4.2.4) 
&l(k)> G(k)> G(k) are not singular for all k E 22; (4.2.5) 
The periodic system defined by (es(a), E,,(a), Fs(*))N is 
controllable and reconstructible, and its dimension is smaller 
than or equal to n. (4.2.6) 
We need to prove that (Ca(*), &a(*), F,(e)), is a realization of the given 
input-output periodic application (1.4). From (4.1), Proposition 3.2, and (4.2), 
we have that 
vJk,j) = G(k + s)+,(k + s, k + s -j + l)F(k -I- s -j) 
= G(k + s)+,-(k + s,k+s-j+l)F(k+s-j) 
=[0 c?cJk+s) 0 G,(k+s)] 
* * * * 
@yJk+s,k+s-j+ 1) 0 
&(k + s -j) 
0 * 
II 1 $,(k + s-j) 0 0 * * 0 0 0 0 * 0 
= t$(k + s)@&k +s,k+s-j+l)F,(k+s-j) (4.3) 
for all SEZ, k > 1, j = 1,. . . , k. 
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(b): Since (&a( *), Fa( .))N is controllable, by [6] there is an invertible 
periodic matrix sequence {U(k)!, k eAZ, such that (E,,(*), Fa(*))N is similar to 
the following periodic system (E(a), F( *))N: 
I?(k) = [“1”) ,.,yk)], (4.4.1) 
k(k) = col[ &(k), &(k)], keE, (4.4.2) 
where 
the spectrum of @pz,( s + N, s) is equal to (0); (4.4.3) 
. 
&( * ) , Fi( * ) are N-periodic matrices; (4.4.4) 
&(k) is invertible for all k E Z; (4.4.5) 
the periodic system defined by (&( * ) , fl( * )) N is reachable. (4.4.6) 
Furthermore, it is easy to prove that if 
c(k) = Gz(k)U(k) = [e:,(k) e,(k)], kEZ, (4.4.7) 
then the periodic system (C,( *), I?~(+))~ is observable. Therefore, the periodic 
system (Gr(*), EL*), Pr(*NN is reachable and observable with dimension 
smaller *than or equal to n. Finally, we want to prove that this system 
(Gr(*), El(*), Fl(-))N is a periodic realization of (1.4). From (4.3), Proposition 
3.2, and (4.4), we have that 
V,(k,j) = ?&(k + s)+E22(k + s, k + s -j + l)i$(k + s -j) 
= e(k + s)ay(k + s,k+s-j+l)fi(k+s-j) 
= &(k + s)@(k + s, k + s -j + l)&(k + s -j) 
+ &(k + s)Q(k + s, k + s -j + l)&(k + s -j), 
SEE, kkl, j=l,..., k. 
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We define 
<,i(k, j) = ei(k + S)Q&(k + S, k + S -j + l)gi(k + S -j), i = 1,2; 
(4.5) 
thus 
%(kj) = V,,,(k,j) + %,,(kj), SC~, kal, j=l,..., k. (4.6) 
We need to see that V,,,( k, j) = 0, s E Z, k > 1, j = 1, . . . , k. For this, we 
consider its corresponding invariant formulations. From Proposition 2.1, the 
invariant system ( eS, &, gS, I-i,) associated to (Q *), I?(.), P( *))N is an invariant 
realization of the input-output invariant application defined by {V,(k)}, which 
is constructed from (V,(k, j)} by (2.1.2). Analogously, we have that 
(&, i+, gS+ fiSi,, i), associated to (&a), ii(*), gi( *))N, is a realization of the 
input-output invariant application defined by {V,, i(k)}, which is constructed 
from { Vs,i(k, j)}, i = 1,2. Therefore, it satisfies 
K(k) = G(k) + “o(k)> kal, SEZ. (4.7) 
From (4.4.3) the matrix (PiJs + N, s) has only zero for its eigenvalues. Then 
there is 7~ Z such that @iZ(s + kN, s) = [+i,(s + N, s)lk = 0 for all k 2 T. 
Thus, 
%,2(k) = 0 forall ka7, SEZ. (44 
If V,,,(k) = [V,;‘(k)] . IS a block partition of V,,,(k), then from (2.1.2) and 
(4.8) we obtain that 
Vi;“(k)=V,,,(kN+i-l,(k-l)N+i+j-I)=(), 
i,j=l,..., N, forall k>7, SEU. (4.9) 
On the other hand, from (4.5), { V,,,(k, j)} d a mi s a realization; thus it satisfies t 
Theorem 2.1. The recurrence equation (2.2) allows us to extend (4.9) for all 
k 2 1. Finally, taking into account the periodicity property (i) of { V,,,( k, j)}, 
we have that 
V,,,(k, j) = 0, SEZ, k>l, j=I ,..., k. 
From this theorem we obtain the following result. 
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COROLLARY 4.1. A periodic realization of (1.4) is minimal gand only ifit 
is reachable and observable. 
In the next section we study the dimension of minimal periodic 
realizations. 
5. DIMENSION OF MINIMAL PERIODIC REALIZATIONS 
Corollary 4.1 is the extension of the well known result for invariant 
systems (see [7, 91). In [q], the following theorem about the dimension of 
minimal invariant realizations is also shown. 
THEOREM 5.1 [9]. Given an input-output invariant application defined by a 
matrix sequence {V(k)}, k > 1, suppose that there are CY scalars, 
a,, a,, . . . , acr_l E W, such that 
V( k + o) + a,_,V(k + CY - 1) + *.* +aoV(k) = 0, k 2 1. 
Then r is the minimal dimension with r = rank H( cx), and 
(5.1) 
where H( CY) is the Hankel matrix associated to the Markov parameters { V(k)} of 
the given input-output invariant application. 
In the next theorem, from the matrix sequences { V,(k, j)} c R pxm, s E Z, 
k > 1, j = 1, . . . , k, we give a characterization of the dimension of a minimal 
periodic realization of (1.4). 
THEOREM 5.2. Given the input-output periodic application (1.4), suppose 
that there are o scalars, a,, a,, . . . , a,_, E W, such that 
V,(k + oN, j + oN) + a,_,V,(k + (CY - l)N,j + (a - l)N) 
+ *** +a,V,(k,j) = 0 (5.2) 
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foreachscZ andforeuery k>l, wherej=l,...,kif l<k<N, or 




V,(crN + 1,3) ... y,(aN+ l,aN+ 1) 
V,(2aN- 1,aN) V,(2aN-i,aN+l) ... 
(5.3) 
Proof. From (5.2) the input-output periodic application admits some 
realizations, and by Corollary 4.1, the dimension of reachable and observable 
periodic realizations is minimal, say r. 
It is known [5] that the invariant system associated, at time SEZ, with a 
reachable and observable periodic system is also reachable and observable. 
Furthermore, this invariant system is a minimal invariant realization of the 
input-output invariant application defined by the matrices { V,(k)} c LFI pNxmN, 
k > 1, which have been obtained from { V,( k, j)} c W pxm, k 2 1, j = 1, . . . , k, 
by means of (2.1). Thus, r is also the minimal dimension of invariant 
realizations of this invariant application, and therefore, from Theorem 5.1, r is 
the rank of the Hankel matrix, H,(a), associated to the matrices {V,(k)} C 
F4pNxmN, k 2 1. 
Finally, taking into account (2.1) and the periodicity property of { V,( k, j)} 
c Wpxm, SET, k > 1, j = 1,. . . , k, we can express H,(a) by (5.3). W 
This result allows us to define the block Hankel matrix of the input-output 
periodic application (1.4) at time s E Z. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Given the matrix sequences { V,( k, j)}, s E E, k > 1, 
j= l,..., k, satisfying properties (i) and (ii) and (5.2) we define the block 
Hankel matrix of the input-output periodic application (1.4), at time s E Z, as 
&(k) = 
1 +) 
where, for all k > 1 V(~)EW’~~~~ S is given by 
v,(2) a.* 
v,(3) *** 
V,(k’+ 1) -*- 
E ,EJ pnNxmnN 
, (5.4.1) 
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Finally we obtain two properties of the above block Hankel matrix. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Consider the matrix sequences {V,(k, j)}, s E Z, k > 1, 
j = 1,. . . , k, verifying properties (i) and (“) 11 and the recurrent expression (5.2). 
Let k = a. Then 
(a) Hs+N( (.y) = HS( a) for all s E Z; 
(b) II,+, A,. = A,&( a), s E Z:, where A, = A,(k) and A,. = A,.(k) are 
defined by (2.3.1)-(2.3.2) and (2.4.1)-(2.4.2). 
Proof. (a): This is easy to prove from the periodicity property of the 
matrix sequences ( V,( k, j)} . 
(b): From (5.4), at time s E 8, if H,(a) = [H;(a)], H&(a) E R pxm, a 2 1, 
i,j= l,..., 01 N, is a partition of the matrix H,(a) into blocks of size p X m, 
then 
H;(a) = V,(aN + i - 1,i +j - l), i, j = 1,. . ., crN. (5.5) 
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and 
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A; = -a,&,,, 
(5.6.3) 
Ai=col ,..., 0, -a,_l,l,,, ,..., 0 ,..., 0, -a,,I,,,O,.:.,T I 
N N N- 1 
E @aN-1)mxm 
Denote by (Hs+,(a)A,)ij and (AoHs(a))ij the (i,j) block of H,+,(a)A, and 
of A, HJcY), respectively. We shall prove that (H,+,(a) A,)ij = ( A,H,(cx))~~ in 
four steps. First, consider 1 < i < UN - 1 and 1 < j Q CY N - 1. From (5.6.1) 
we obtain 
(A,ZYZ,(~~)),~= [0 -a- 0 I, 0 -a- 0] 
V,(aN+ l,j+ 1) 
. 
V,((a+ l)N- l,j+ N- 1) 
= V,((rN + i, i + j), 
0 
= [Vsfl(cxN+i- 1,i) *.a V,(cxN+i-l,i+N-l)] ; 
0 
= Vs+l((rN+i- l,i+j), P-8) 
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and from property (ii) of { V,(k, j)} 
( Hs+l( a) Ar)ij = ‘,+I( CYN + i - 1, i +j) = V,((rN + i, i +j) 
= (AoHs(a))ij* 
Secondly, if 1 < i < (YN - 1 and j = CYN, analogously to (5.7), 
(AIH,(~))~,~~= V,(crN+ i,i+olN); 
moreover, from (5.6.1), (5.6.3), and property (ii), 
Ai 
= [Vs+l(crN+i- 1,i) .** V,(cxN+i- l,i+N- I)] A’ 
[ 1 2 
= -ws+,( olN + i - 1, i) - u~V,+~(~~N + i - 1, i + N) 
- . . . -a ,_lVs+l(arN+i- l,i+ (a!- l)N) 
= -a,V,(crN + i, i) - a,V,(crN + i, i + N) 
- . . . -a ,_,V,(aN+i,i+ (CY- l)N), 
and taking into account (5.2), we have that 
(Hs+l(a)A,)ij= V,(aN+ i,i + aN) = (A,H,(a))i,olN. 
Thirdly, if i = (Y N and 1 < j < (Y N - 1, from (5.6.2) and (5.2) we obtain 
(&Hs(Q)),,,j = [A’: A:Il,,((J;~;~~-;_ J 
= -a,V,(crN,j) - ulVs(crN+ N,j+ N) 
- . . . - ~,_,V,((~CY - l)N, j + (a - 1)N) 
= V,(2aN, j + CYN), 
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and in a similar way to (5.8), 
(Hs+r( o) Ar)uN,j = Vs+r(2oN - 1, oN + j) 
Then 
(ffs+,( a) Ar)uN,j = V,+I(~~N - 11 aN + j) 
= V,(2aN, j + GIN) = (AoHs(a)),,,j. 
Finally, if i = Q! N and j = cr N, 
Vs( oN, oN) 
(A&%( o))aN,cxN = [ A: @] 
i 
V&N + 1, aN + 1) 
V&Y+ l)N- l,(cx+ l)N- 1)  
and 
(Hs+l(+quN,aN 




‘) -** V,(2aN - 1,2arN - l)] 
A; 
[ I Ai 
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(4+&q 4)d,d = V,(2aN,2aN) =( 4dq~))aN,aN. n 
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